The Naked King of Sweden
If Napoleon Bonaparte used to think of Sweden only to be feared when lead by a crazy
king, the now civilization-repressed folk of Sweden has endorsed yet another kind of
royalty, that of the philanthropic king. This philanthropy is of a higher degree, the
handsome race of Sweden taking in the ugliest and most wounded race of around the
globe as a young an healthy teenager would, at a certain point look after a wounded
and ugly dog found on the street. Lars Von Trier, the Danish film maker, has already
portrayed to us, among other artistic minds, the result of such a philanthropy such as in
the movie “Dogville”. The philanthropic Nicole Kidman suddenly becoming raped and
abused by the very poor people she has been trying to help.
It seems in fact that, other than a king dressing up a transparent dress, being convinced
of its beauty and latter being ridiculed by everyone, Sweden, a small king in the
European aristocracy, is dressing up itself of a philanthropic dress, endorsing the ugliest
of dress, which somewhat contrast to their vane beauty to a high degree, making an
incredible “fashionable effect”. But for how long, one may ask, for how long is this
fashion show with Sweden in the for front going to last. As the immigrant population is
kept rather like accompanying dogs (not even leashed) than clothes to wear, what is
coming up next? Will the dog set free from the emancipated doghouse is confine to?
Will it finally get on the Swedish princess or is the feeble Swedish male going to
overcome its vanity and take a step back from all this hopeless philanthropic pursue?
Will there ever be integration between the beauty and the beast? Are we really so
Disney naive to think it possible or are we rather to learn from history, to learn the price
of integration, namely a hardcore conflict which contemporary politics are only
postponing and or diluting into an awful form of psychological conflict? This is an open
question which cannot but grow bigger as the beauty finds the dog she has so much
trained as her own passionless puppies are getting on her legs to release their
hormones.

